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02. Pre-requisites
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C2X NFT Marketplace Login

Press the ‘Login’ button at the top right corner of the 
C2X NFT Marketplace site to log in.

Choose C2XNFT Wallet Login Method

You can quickly and easily sign up and log in by selecting one 
of the Google or Facebook account login.

However, if you are not signed up as a member, the membership 
sign-up process will begin.

Please sign up or log in to the C2XNFT Wallet first!
A wallet is necessary to purchase, store, and transfer NFTs.
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After agreeing to the C2XNFT wallet terms and conditions, please verify your email with the email address you selected when logging in.

The email verification code is valid for 5 minutes.

If you have not received the verification code or the expiration time has passed, you can try again by pressing the 
“Resend Email Verification Code” button.

 

email

Email Verification After Agreeing to the Terms and Conditions
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Set Wallet Name / Password

Create an XPLA-based C2XNFT wallet. Enter your wallet name and 
password.

The password replaces the steps to sign for the blockchain, such as NFT 
and token transfers and remittances.

This password is important personal data, so be careful when saving and 
handling it! The password cannot be recovered when lost.

If you sign up with the United States IP, you must set up an additional 
account name.
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Please write down the mnemonic phrase to recover your wallet! The C2XNFT wallet does not store any data.

If you lose the mnemonic phrase, it is impossible to recover your wallet, so please keep the data in a safe place or record it!

Also, please do not share with others. When you're done recording, press "I made a note of the mnemonic." After pressing, check the 
mnemonic again.

Record / Verify Mnemonic Phrases

Enter
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To use the market after signing up for a wallet, you need to log in to the 
C2X NFT Marketplace.

If you have not signed up for the C2X NFT Marketplace, you need to sign up 
separately after agreeing to the terms and conditions.

If you are a member of the C2X NFT Marketplace, please proceed to “Login” 
on the wallet selection page or the wallet main page.

You will be automatically logged out safely after 1 hour of logging in to the wallet.

Signing up for a Wallet and Logging in to C2X NFT Marketplace

If you have disconnected trusted connections from 
your first login or wallet,you need to connect your 
wallet to the service to access the service.

Please connect after confirming that it is a trusted 
web3 site.

Trusted Connection
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03. Item Types 
and Descriptions
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Basic Item Types & Hidden Item

Types of Basic NFT Items

Image items

C2X NFT Marketplace NFT items support various types.

- JPG, PNG, GIF, SVG - MP4, WEBM - MP3, OGG, WAV

Video items Audio items
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Hidden Items

Hidden items cannot be checked from the purchase list,

and only the owner can check the items once obtained.

If you sell hidden items purchased in the store through 

secondary transactions between users, all hidden statuses 

are changed to open. Please be well aware of this.

Basic Item Types & Hidden Item
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Coupon Items & How to Register Coupon Items

What is a Coupon Item?

Items that can only be purchased with the coupons issued 
from special promotions and events.

How to Register Coupon Code

How to Register Coupon Code

- Access the coupon item detailed page→Register Coupon→
  enter the issued coupon code.There is no additional cost for coupon items at the time of 

purchase.
Where to Check Coupon Items

- You can check the coupon items received from your wallet or 
  My Collection.
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Single Pack Items & Multiple Pack Items

Single Pack Items

It's a pack item consisting of a single NFT item.

Multi-pack Items

It's a pack item consisting of multiple NFT items.

Pack items consist of items of the same category.

When purchasing a pack item, users can obtain random 
NFT items among the configured ones.
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04.Use Store
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Store Main

Meet various official NFT items of KPOP, art, gaming or more 
at C2X NFT Marketplace.

Check the popular NFT items registered in Trending Items 

right away.

Diverse and special NFTs are sold in the item market for each 
category.
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Store Main

Easily search for the NFT items with the specified filter function. The item list offers various NFT items of KPOP, art and games.
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Buy Store Items

Pack Items

It's an item of single pack consisting of multiple NFT items.

Series Items

It's a linked item of the same category item.

Items composed of series are tied to pack items and share a name.

Limited Items

It's a unique item that is sold for a limited time only.

Limited Items can be sold as a pack or a single item.

Purchase Condition

There are items that can only be purchased when you meet the 
purchase conditions.

There are two purchase conditions as follows.

Purchase condition 1. Only users who meet the conditions of the 
subscription period can purchase.

Purchase condition 2. Only users who have purchased the specified item 
can purchase it.
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Payment

C2X NFT Marketplace offers an easy and fast payment method.

Pay easily with a debit/credit card.

Buy NFT easily and quickly with credit card and PayPal payments.

- Supported credit card types: Visa, MasterCard (*fees may vary)

- PayPal account and credit card payment available
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05.My Collection
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My Collection

In My Collection, you can view the NFTs you have.

You can check the NFT of other users by visiting their collector page.

Check out the NFT items owned by other users! You may find a whole 

different world!
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06.Account
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Account
Account Info Profile Settings

In the Profile Settings page, you can set a nickname, profile 
and background image, as well as your own site navigation path 
to apply to My Collection.

A nickname can be created with a combination of numbers and 
English, up to 20 characters.

Customize your profile image and background to express your 
personality!

You can check the login method, CS code, and sign-up date 
in the Account.
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Account

History

You can check the categorized information on your NFT 
transaction history and the blockchain transaction history.

07.
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07. C2X NFT 
Decentralized Market
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Login

We support a total of 3 wallets based on XPLA, 
and you can log in with any wallet you want.

C2X NFT Wallet

This is a wallet provided by C2X NFT which you can link with 
multiple wallets by logging in with your Google/Facebook account.

C2X Vault Wallet / XPLA Vault Wallet

Supports App and Chrome Extensions.
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Linking Wallets
1. Add XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet to C2X NFT Wallet

C2X NFT Wallet > Menu on Right-side > 
Press Import Wallet

Enter the mnemonic phrase of the saved 
XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet after setting 

the wallet name and password.

XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet is 
added to the C2X NFT Wallet.
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Linking Wallets
1. Add XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet to C2X NFT Wallet

Log in to C2X NFT Marketplace with the newly added wallet Check the added XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet
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Linking Wallets
2. Add the initially created C2X NFT Wallet to XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet

XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet 
> Press Menu > Recover Wallet 

> Add Wallet

Enter the name/password of 
the wallet to be added, and the recorded 
mnemonic phrase of the C2X NFT Wallet

XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet 
> Switch Wallet > Select the added wallet
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Linking Wallets
2. Add the initially created C2X NFT Wallet to XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet

Check if it is the same as the wallet registered in the C2X NFT Wallet
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Item List

You can sell your owned NFTs or purchase NFTs registered 
by other users through XPLA.

You can quickly and easily search for the desired NFT item 
with the refined filter function.
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Selling Items

1. Check the info of owned items

You can check the information on the items you have.

2. Price

You can register the selling price at the price you want. 

You can trade with XPLA, and the price can be set up to 15 decimal 
places.

The sales price determines commissions and royalties, which may 
vary by category.

3. End of Sales

You can set the sales period.

The sales period can be registered for up to 30 days.

1

2

3
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Purchasing Items

1. Check the info of purchasing items

You can check the information on the items you want to purchase.

2. Price

You can check the price information of the items you want to purchase. 

The total purchase price is paid inclusive of commissions, royalties, 
and gas charges.

3. Payment Method

The payment is made with XPLA held in the linked wallet.

You can only purchase if you own more XPLA than your total 
purchase price.

1

2

3
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Approving Item Sale/Purchase

C2X NFT Wallet

You can approve the 
sale/purchase by re-entering 
the password.

C2X Vault / XPLA Vault

You can approve the 
sales/purchase through Chrome 
Extensions or the corresponding 
wallet app.
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Selling Items

You can check the status of items on sale or in possession.

On this page, you can cancel the sale of an item or register items 
in your possession for sale.
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Transferring Purchased Items
1. Transfer from C2X NFT Wallet to XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet

Log in to C2X NFT Marketplace 
> NFT tab > Select Contract

NFT > Press the Transfer button Enter the address to transfer 
> Calculate the estimated gas fee 

> Press the Next button

Sign
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Transferring Purchased Items
1. Transfer from C2X NFT Wallet to XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet

Go to the wallet main page 
when the transfer is complete

Confirm that the transferred 
item is no longer in your possession 

when you check the NFT tab

Check that the NFT has been transferred through 
XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet > NFT > Contract
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Transferring Purchased Items
2. Transfer from XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet to C2X NFT Wallet

Log in to XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet 
> Select Contract > NFT Tab > Transfer

Enter the wallet address to transfer 
> Check the gas fee > Sign

NFT transfer completed
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Transferring Purchased Items
2. Transfer from XPLA Vault or C2X Vault Wallet to C2X NFT Wallet

Confirm that the NFT has been transferred through the XPLA Vault 
or C2X Vault Wallet > NFT > Contract, Also can confirm the transferred 

NFTin the NFT tab of the C2X NFT Wallet



Thank You!
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